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Access Height with Ease

TM

Benefits

1. Movable, has polyureathene durable wheels. 

Jacks are provided to raise the wheels off the 

ground while working at height at uneven 

surface

2. Assembly without any tools; Quick fit system 

ensures quick and tool - less assembly

3. Only few sets are required to cover a larger area 

as it can be moved. This allows other areas 

available for work increasing possibility of 

multiple activities on job sites

4. Extremely light weight, reduces manpower 

& human effort for handling. Reduces 

transportation costs too

5. Corrosion / Rust or free from any other 

wear and tear

6. Non - flammable, which is a big advantage for 

use in hazardous areas such as paint, pharma, 

chemical, petrochemicals, nuclear power plants, 

LPG bottling plants, Oil gas producing stations

7. Standard platform provided for a comfortable 

and secure work area increasing the quality of 

work being carried out and a 900mm - 1000mm 

toe board

8. Standard guardrails for personal safety with 

toe boards to prevent tools from falling off 

from heights

9. Supply is always supported with safety 

Certification, Do’s and Don't’s while erecting 

and installation and dismantling procedure

Coimbatore

Nagercoil

We Ensure Safe Working at Heights

Features

1. Simplified construction

2. Modular design

3. Quick fit assembling and dismantling

4. Lightweight. Easi to move

5. With lockable wheels

6. Made as per EN & AS standards offering 

assured safety at heights

7. Can accommodate 4 persons

8. Outriggers not required up to 6 mtr height 

for indoor use

9. Stairway climbing with landing platform 

which enables easy climbing

10. Tool free assembly and dismantling 

with quick fit clamps

11. Rust / corrosion free. Ideal for use indoors 

and outdoors

12. Non - flammable can be used even in

hazardous areas with specified clamps

13. Beautiful Aesthetics

14. Indoor & Outdoor usage

15. Cost effective solution to today’s

needs for working at heights



Swastik is your trusted partner for providing work at height 

solutions for all your access needs with high importance on 

safety and reliability.

All our products are time - tested and have a proven record of customer satisfaction. 

However if the products in our manufacturing range as listed in this brochure do not 

meet your requirements, we shall be happy to work together with you on site to come up 

with the best possible solution.

While the utmost care is taken to ensure safety we have also taken care to ensure that 

the product reaches you very economical price. This is achieved by our state of the art 

automated production plant which minimizes wastage and uses minimum manpower. 

All our processes and products comply with the current 

domestic and international standards

(Certified to ISO 9001-2008)

MAST

The Team at Swastik with decades of experience in the 

engineering, design and development capabilities produces 

the state of the art Mobile Aluminum Scaffold towers

(MAST) with a mission to provide safe access with ease.

MAST products are the one that you would find it useful for 

your day to day operations and maintenance activities that 

involves reaching heights ranging from 3m to 16m only. 

We also provide solutions for specialized applications by 

studying the same by our experienced team of application 

engineers. 

Safety Quality

Swastik is one of India's leading manufacturers of 

MAST modular systems made of the material 

aluminium. Our products are manufactured in 

accordance with high quality standards, with 

cutting-edge technologies and using our many 

years of experience.

To achieve our prime motive of being the 

industrial leaders as manufacturer and suppliers of 

Mobile Access Scaffold Tower, we maintain quality 

standards that comply with ISO 9001:2008. At our 

quality-centric manufacturing plant we use premium 

quality raw materials. All our products are 

developed in-house using latest technology and 

quality is tested at each stage of development by 

our expert quality inspectors.

Parameters for quality testing include:

• Dimensional accuracy

• Weight

• Corrosion resistance

• Stability Test

• Safety Test as per EN Standards

Our MAST modular systems have the right 

quantity of purpose designed platforms, supplied 

with the tower, which can be securely fitted and are 

provided with safe trapdoor access. They are not 

makeshift affairs made from bits of scaffold board 

or pieces of plywood.

In an EN1004 tower you will be supplied with 

sufficient platforms to install them at 2m intervals 

during assembly and dismantling. This ensures that 

you can assemble and dismantle the tower from a 

safe and secure position on a platform with 

guardrails. You should NEVER stand on the frames 

of a tower when assembling and dismantling as 

you are very likely to slip and fall!

Stabilisers:

En1004 towers have stabilisers supplied as part of 

the tower and not offered as accessories. Mobile 

towers must be fitted with stabilisers when used 

freestanding of heights above 6m.

Safe access:

You must never climb up the outside of a tower or 

lean a ladder against it to gain access to the 

platform. If you do then the tower will become very 

unstable and will overturn.

Our MAST  modular systems have built in access 

equipment with safe distances between the rungs 

and slip resistant climbing surfaces to ensure that 

you can ascend and descend from the platform 

safely.

Safe guardrails:  

The correct height and dimension guardrails 

around the whole of the platform are vital to ensure 

that you do not fall from a tower. Remember that 

falls from even a few feet can result in death and 

often result in serious injury. The guardrails of 

EN1004 towers meet the minimum height 

requirements at all points around the platform.

Can be assembled and dismantled safely.

Safety Manual:

Our MAST modular systems are supplied with 

detailed user instructions and critical safety 

information specifying the use of either the 3T 

or AGR system of assembly and dismantling. 

You must follow these instructions and the safety 

information precisely.

SAFE SCAFF
TM

Strength and Stability Guaranteed by Zugriff 

EASI FIX SNAP LOCK FIBER BOARD ALU-DECK

EN1004 ISO 9001:2008
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The Stairway Tower MAST-(S) (1.35m x 2.00m) is the perfect 

mobile scaffold to allow safe and ergonomic access to work at 

heights

The maximum working height for interior work is 14.00m and 

exterior is 12.00m higher assembly is possible with addtional 

fixtures

Parts are interchangeable with other Swastik - Zugriff Easi Fix 

modular system

Maximum safe working load is 250 kg 

Available with standard offering Wooden Deck as and Alu - Deck 

as optional

MAST (S) can also be used for safe access to roof structures with 

and anchorniy > 3m

Color coded braces for easy identification

Equipped with Entry frame for easy access

PVC Toe boards with quick assembly fixtures by Easi-Fix system.

Snap - on clamps in braces for easy usage

0.9 -1.0 m Zugriff guard rail system.

Hand Rails for stairways which ensures safety at highest level.

Stairway (MAST-S)

SAFE SCAFF
TM

Strength and Stability Guaranteed by Zugriff 

EASI FIX SNAP LOCK FIBER BOARD ALU-DECK

EN1004 ISO 9001:2008

Access Height with Ease

TM

ZUGRIFF 
EASI FIX
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Embeded Ladder (MAST-L)

The Embeded Ladder MAST-(L) (1.35m x 2.00m) is the 

effective mobile scaffold to allow safe and ergonomic access to 

work at heights when compared to Mobile steel scaffolds.

The maximum working height for interior work is 14.00m and 

exterior is 12.00m higher assembly is possible with addtional 

fixtures

Parts are interchangeable with other Swastik - Zugriff Easi Fix 

modular system

Maximum safe working load is 250 kg

Available with standard offering Wooden Deck as and Alu - Deck 

as optional

PVC / Aluminum Toe boards with quick assembly fixtures by 

Easi-Fix system

Color coded braces for easy identification

Snap - on clamps in braces for easy usage

0.9 -1.0 m Zugriff guard rail system.

SAFE SCAFF
TM

Strength and Stability Guaranteed by Zugriff 

EASI FIX SNAP LOCK FIBER BOARD ALU-DECK

EN1004 ISO 9001:2008

Access Height with Ease

TM

ZUGRIFF 
EASI FIX
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ZUGRIFF 
EASI FIX

Cantilever (MAST-C)

Cantilever systems allows you to work at Heights over obstacles

Simple Easi-Fix cantilever assembely connection to main tower

Optional counter weights

Access areas above pipework, cable, roofs, canopies etc.

Best in class modular system to reach over fixed machinery

Available in narrow and wide widths

The max platform heights are limited to 8 mtr outdoors and 12 m 

in fully enclosed areas

Cantilever width 0.75 m

Color coded braces for easy identification.

Maximum safe working load is 250 kg.

Snap - on clamps in braces for easy usage.

PVC / Aluminum Toe boards with quick assembly fixtures by 

Easi-Fix system

0.9 -1.0 m Zugriff guard rail system

Parts are interchangeable with other Swastik - Zugriff Easi Fix 

modular system

SAFE SCAFF
TM

Strength and Stability Guaranteed by Zugriff 

EASI FIX SNAP LOCK FIBER BOARD ALU-DECK

EN1004 ISO 9001:2008

Access Height with Ease

TM
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Narrow (MAST-N)

The Single Width Mobile Scaffold Tower is ideal for your narrow 

access work

Narrow scaffolds are specifically designed so that you can erect 

and use this scaffold in restricted access areas

They take up the minimum of space in corridors, on pavements 

and other 'public' areas

Working heights can be extended from 4.10 m to a maximum 

13.65 m with chassis beam

Available with standard offering Wooden Deck as and Alu - Deck 

as optional

Snap - on clamps in braces for easy usage

0.9 -1.0 m Zugriff guard rail system.

PVC / Aluminum Toe boards with quick assembly fixtures by 

Easi-Fix system

Parts are interchangeable with other Swastik - Zugriff Easi Fix 

modular system

Maximum safe working load is 150 kg

Color coded braces for easy identification

SAFE SCAFF
TM

Strength and Stability Guaranteed by Zugriff 

EASI FIX SNAP LOCK FIBER BOARD ALU-DECK

EN1004 ISO 9001:2008

Access Height with Ease

TM

ZUGRIFF 
EASI FIX
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ZUGRIFF 
EASI FIX Access Height with Ease

TM

Easy fix modular towers offers large working area which link 

two towers to provide uninterrupted safe working area

Can be used over large immovable objects when direct access 

is needed

Can be assembled with standard fixtures over pathways and 

doors which provide uninterrupted passage for movement of 

men & material

It can be used in Metro Rails and aviation sectors

The maximum height can be 16 meter in indoors and 12 meter 

in outdoors

Simple Easy - Fix Bridge assembly connection to main towers.

Available in narrow and wide widths

Best in class modular system to reach over fixed machinery

Color coded braces for easy identification

Maximum safe working load is 250 kg

Snap - on clamps in braces for easy usage

PVC / Aluminum Toe boards with quick assembly fixtures by 

Easy-Fix system

0.9 -1.0 m Zugriff guard rail system

Parts are interchangeable with other Swastik - Zugriff Easifix 

modular system

Bridge (MAST-B)

SAFE SCAFF
TM

Strength and Stability Guaranteed by Zugriff 

EASI FIX SNAP LOCK FIBER BOARD ALU-DECK

EN1004 ISO 9001:2008
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RAIL
Optimum access for production and maintenance

Adapted or close-to-standard work platform systems for your type of rail vehicle 

for optimum access to all the key areas. The mobile or stationary systems can at 

any time be expanded to include further modules and individually equipped, 

motorised or automated.

Short immobilisation times

Extremely sturdy and compact due to their aluminium construction, our 

modules can be easily moved and are simple to use. So you profit from short set 

up times and therefore reduced immobilisation time for your rail vehicles. The 

front, roof and side work platforms require little maintenance and are corrosion-

resistant and resilient. For special areas of application Swastik / Zugriff also 

offers specific, made-to-measure aluminium constructions.

Portal roof working platforms

Roof working platforms

Front working platforms

Rail pit boards

Roof working stands

Side working platforms

Access steps

Mobile  access solutions

Stationary access solutions

SAFE SCAFF
TM

Strength and Stability Guaranteed by Zugriff 

EASI FIX SNAP LOCK FIBER BOARD ALU-DECK

EN1004 ISO 9001:2008

Air

Access Height with Ease

TM

Custom Access Solutions - Unique systems 

designed and manufactured to the clients 

specifications from single point access to complete 

wrap arounds. Custom stands are available with 

fixed base or with height adjustables. Additional 

services are available such as jacking, electrics 

and pneumatics.

Modular Systems - Access stands designed for a 

specific aircraft application or a combination of 

aircrafts. Can be combined with other modules to 

provide a large range of maintenance services.

Scaffolding Systems - Access systems which use 

a combination of standard aluminum and steel 

components to provide increased versatility for a 

wide range of maintenance projects. Same stock 

can be utilized time and time again in different 

configurations giving the client higher utilization 

and increased return on investment.

Universal Equipment - Standard low level off-the-

shelf access stands ideal for use, out on the flight 

line and in maintenance bays. Simple and versatile 

stands which are quick to assembly and easy to 

manoeuvre, includes our Span, Right Deck, 

Snappy Range and Towermatics. Aviation 

Maintenance Platforms and Docking Systems.

Sector Specific Products (SSP)

Manufacture and installation of maintenance 

access systems for the aviation industry.  We offer 

a variety of universal stands, custom access 

solutions, scaffolding systems and modular docks 

and maintenance stands to facilitate heavy 

maintenance, repair and overhaul, unit service and 

inspection checks. Swastik / Zugriff Aviation 

systems are adaptable for a variety of applications 

from small regional aircraft types to large aircrafts 

and narrow body to wide body.

With more than 40 years experience in the Aviation
Industry we have a deep understanding of the 

needs of Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 

operations in the Civil, Military, Helicopter and 

Aerospace industry. Our design engineers have a 

combined 100 years experience. Engineering 

support is maintained throughout the life of the 

project from concept, design, product specification 

to installation and after sales.

AIR
The Swastik / Zugriff Aviation 
Systems include:
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